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Instantaneous normal mode~INM ! theory was used to calculate absolute far-infrared absorption
spectra of water, ammonia, and chloroform. Three procedures for weighting the INM density of
states to yield absorption intensities were tested against spectra based on dipole time correlation
functions generated from molecular dynamics~MD! simulations. Weighting method I, which
utilizes only the rotational character of a mode in determining its contribution to absorption,
performed slightly better than method II, a more exact treatment which incorporates the extent to
which a mode is IR-active. Method III, which includes the contributions of induced dipoles, was
successful in describing the influence of induced dipoles on the far-infrared spectra of the model
liquids. The contribution to absorption of unstable modes with imaginary frequencies was found to
be significant at low frequencies, and was treated by a simple approximation. Agreement between
INM theory and the MD analysis was quite good for chloroform and ammonia, but less so for water.
Agreement with experimental data in the range of 4–100 cm21 was generally poor, but no worse
than that for the MD calculations, primarily reflecting the simple intermolecular potentials used
rather than the computational method itself. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the intermolecular dynamics of the liqu
phase and its influence on processes of chemical and
chemical interest has recently been an area of intense stu1

This field has been stimulated in part by the developmen
new ultrafast spectroscopies sensitive to the low-freque
~1–600 cm21) region of the spectrum, such as optic
heterodyne-detected Raman-induced Kerr effect spec
copy ~OHD-RIKES! ~Refs. 2–4! and femtosecond teraher
~fs THz! pulse spectroscopy.5–8 Due to the absence of shar
readily assignable features in low-frequency spectra of
uids, computer simulations have proven to be of critical i
portance in interpreting spectra measured in this region.9–13

Instantaneous normal mode~INM ! methods14,15 in particular
provide a powerful and physically appealing approach to
task. A great advantage of the INM formalism is that
description of intermolecular dynamics in terms of collecti
normal modes, which can be analyzed or visualized b
variety of methods, can provide physical insight that is n
readily available from time correlation functions averag
over the course of a long simulation. Another advantage
the INM method is that because it gives an instantane
picture it can be easily used to calculate spectra during n
equilibrium simulations. For instance, the INM metho
would be ideal for modeling a time-resolved experiment
which the far-infrared~FIR! absorption spectrum is probe
by sub-picosecond FIR pulse spectroscopy following an
trafast excitation of the liquid.

Methods for applying the INM formalism to OHD
RIKES ~or low frequency Raman! spectra have previousl
been developed.15,16 In this study we describe INM method
for the calculation of FIR spectra and apply them to wat
liquid ammonia, and chloroform. We find good agreem
J. Chem. Phys. 106 (11), 15 March 1997 0021-9606/97/106(11)/4
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between spectra calculated using INM methods and spe
calculated according to conventional formulas, except in
case of water, where the small moment of inertia about
in-plane, non-dipolar axis appears to adversely affect
INM picture. We show how the effects of electronic pola
ization can be incorporated into the INM technique, a
compare the spectra generated by both methods with ex
mental results determined by sub-ps FIR pulse spectrosc

The calculation of intermolecular instantaneous norm
modes has been described in detail.17,18 Briefly, by starting
with a given instantaneous configuration of an equilibra
system ofN molecules generated by classical molecular d
namics methods, we obtain normal modes by diagonaliza
of the 6N36N Hessian matrix of second derivatives of th
intermolecular potential energy with respect to the trans
tional and rotational degrees of freedom. Each normal m
is represented by a 6N-dimensional eigenvector, with eac
element in the eigenvector representing the contribution
one molecular degree of freedom to the collective mo
Each mode has an associated eigenvalue, representin
square of the mode frequency. The INM spectrum is o
tained by calculating the INM frequencies for multiple in
stantaneous configurations drawn from the course of a
lecular dynamics~MD!, Monte Carlo, or other simulation
Because the system is drawn from a thermodynamic
semble and is not at its global potential energy minimu
some modes represent unstable barrier-crossing motions
is, the region of the multidimensional potential energy s
face occupied by the system has negative curvature with
spect to some degrees of freedom. These unstable degre
freedom appear as modes with imaginary frequencies. It
been common practice to either ignore these modes, or in
duce instead an exponential damping term or other mec
4389389/12/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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4390 J. T. Kindt and C. A. Schmuttenmaer: Far-infrared absorption spectra
nism to account for the structural relaxation associated w
the unstable modes.15 Techniques for calculating diffusion
coefficients have been derived which employ the unsta
mode distribution, however.19,20 While disregarding the
imaginary modes is appropriate for some applications,
have chosen to incorporate them into our treatment of
FIR spectra of polar liquids.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. INM calculations

We followed the procedure described by Choet al.18 for
calculation of instantaneous normal modes of non-lin
molecules. Briefly, 6N mass-weighted coordinatesznm are
defined forNmolecules, withm 5 $1,2, . . . ,6% correspond-
ing to space-fixed translations alongx, y, andz, and rotations
about the molecularx, y, andzaxes for each moleculen. The
Hessian matrixD(R0) is calculated, with elements

Dnm,n8m8~R0!5
]

]znm
S ]V

]zn8m8
D , ~1!

whereV is the intermolecular potential at the instantaneo
configurationR0 . Standard methods

21 for diagonalization of
D(R0) yield a set of 6N eigenvaluesl i and a 6N 3 6N uni-
tary diagonalization matrix. The eigenvalues are related
the harmonic frequencies through

v i
2~R0!5l i~R0!, ~2!

and the unitary matrix is composed of 6N eigenvectors of the
form

@cx,i ,1 ,cy,i ,1 ,cz,i ,1 ,crx,i ,1 ,cry ,i ,1 ,crz,i ,1 ,cx,i ,2 ,cy,i ,2 , . . . ,

cx,i ,n ,cy,i ,n ,cz,i ,n ,crx,i ,n ,cry ,i ,n ,crz,i ,n]

whose coefficients describe the contribution of each tran
tional and rotational degree of freedom of each moleculen to
mode i. We have replaced the numerical indexm
5 $1,2, . . . ,6% with $x, y, z, rx, ry , rz% to indicate the
nature of the translational or rotational molecular coordin
associated with each coefficient.

The density of states is essentially a histogram of f
quencies obtained over a large number of configurations

r~v!5K (
i51

6N

d~v2v i !L . ~3!

By definition, when integrating from2 ` to `, the inte-
grated density of states must equal 6N, which implies that it
has dimensions of number of states per unit frequency.

One of the notable features of INM methods is tha
weighted density of states, based on the nature of the no
modes as expressed in their eigenvectors, can be obtain17

For instance, the total density of states weighted by the c
tributions of rotation about the molecularx axis is

r rx~v!5K (
i51

6N

wi
rxd~v2v i !L , ~4!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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where the weighting factorwi
rx is the square of the projectio

of the eigenvector onto the coordinates corresponding to
tation about thex axis of each molecule:

wi
rx5 (

n51

N

crx,i ,n
2 . ~5!

Given a distribution of eigenvalues, the most basic appro
mation to a FIR spectrum, which we will call method
involves generating a weighted density of states accordin
the sum of the contributions to the mode by rotations ab
the x and y axis of each molecule. The dipole is oriente
along thez axis, and rotations about this axis will not con
tribute to absorption,

wi
I5
1

2(n51

N m2crx,i ,n
2

I xx
1

m2cry ,i ,n
2

I yy
. ~6!

The m2/I xx and m2/I yy factors provide the average weigh
per mode. As discussed in Refs. 15 and 22, a factor
(A8)2 is used when weighting the density of states for
given quantityA, whereA8 is the derivative of the quantity o
interest with respect to modeq, i.e., (]A/]q). In the case of
infrared active absorption, the quantityA8 corresponds to the
mass weighted dipole derivative. The factor of 1/2 in Eq.~6!
accounts for the fact that in an isotropic distribution the
poles are not aligned, and the sum ofm2 along any given
direction for N randomly distributed dipoles will be
(1/2)Nm2. The weighted density of states is then

r I~v!5K (
i51

6N

wi
Id~v2v i !L . ~7!

This approximation amounts to the assumption that the
dipole moment per unit volume is not dependent on the re
tive orientations of the molecules.

Method II is a more sophisticated treatment, in whi
modes are again weighted by the square of the chang
permanent dipole moment they cause, but their vector su
calculated before squaring,

wi
II5S ]uMpermu

]qi
D 25U(

n51

N

mS crx,i ,nêxnAI xx
2
cry ,i ,nêxn

AI yy
D U2.

~8!

Here, qi is the coordinate corresponding to motion alo
normal modei, m is the molecular dipole moment,êxn and
êyn are the unit vectors along thex andy axes of moleculen,
andI xx andI yy are the principal moments of inertia about th
x andy axes, respectively. Unlike method I, method II tak
into account the extent to which a mode with a given ma
nitude of rotational character is in fact IR-active, rather th
assuming a mean value for the IR activity based solely on
amount of rotational character.

Methods I and II only take into account permanent
poles, but it is also possible to incorporate the effects
electronic polarizability~e.g., dipole-induced dipole effects!
into an INM weighting procedure, which we refer to a
method III,
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4391J. T. Kindt and C. A. Schmuttenmaer: Far-infrared absorption spectra
wi
III5S ]uMnetu

]qi
D 25S ]uMperm1M indu

]qi
D 2. ~9!

The change in the permanent component of the net dip
derivative arises only from rotation about the moleculax
andy axes, and is found in Eq.~8!. The induced componen
due to changes in electronic polarization, has contributi
from both rotational and translational motions. The se
consistent calculation of the induced electronic polarizat
~within a point charge-point polarizability picture! requires
an iterative procedure, but it can be approximated to fi
order as arising only from the permanent charge distribut
The first order dipole moment induced by interaction of tw
polarizable point charges at sitess ands8 on identical mol-
eculesn andn8 is

mns,n8s85~aszs82as8zs!
~rns2rn8s8!

r ns,n8s8
3 , ~10!

where a is the site polarizability,z is the charge, and
r ns,n8s8 is urns 2 rn8s8u. The derivative of the induced dipol
moment for this pair interaction with respect to an arbitra
coordinateqi is then given by

]mns,n8s8
]qi

5
~aszs82as8zs!

r ns,n8s8
3 Tns,n8s8S ]rns

]qi
2

]rn8s8
]qi

D ,
~11!

where the tensorTns,n8s8 is defined by

Tns,n8s85I23r̂ns,n8s8r̂ns,n8s8

5r ns,n8s8
22 F r 223r x

2 23r xr y 23r xr z

23r xr y r 223r y
2 23r yr z

23r xr z 23r yr z r 223r z
2G

ns,n8s8

.

~12!

Summing over all pairwise interactions gives a net chang
induced dipole moment for modei:

]M ind

]qi
5 (

n51

N

(
n851
n8Þn

N

(
s51

S

(
s851

S
~aszs82as8zs!

r ns,n8s8
3 Tns,n8s8

]rns
]qi

.

~13!

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq.~13! includes
mass-weighted contributions from the translational and ro
tional coefficients of modei corresponding to moleculen:
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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]rns
]qi

53 S ci ,n,x

Am

ci ,n,y

Am

ci ,n,z

Am

D 1@ êxn3vn,s êyn3vn,s êzn3vn,s#

3S ci ,n,rx

AI xx
ci ,n,ry

AI yy
ci ,n,rz

AI zz

D 4 . ~14!

Here, êxn3vn,s is the cross product of the unit vector alon
the x axis of moleculen with the vector from the center o
mass to sites on the same moleculen.

B. Calculation of FIR spectra

Keyes15 has related the density of INM modes weight
according to their influence on a dynamical variable to
time correlation function of that variable, as specified he
for the case of the net dipole moment

^M ~ t !•M ~0!&5^M i•M i&

1kBTE
2`

`

dv^rM~v!&v22 cos~vt !,

~15!

whereM ~t! is the net dipole at timet, M i is the dipole mo-
ment at the potential minimum of modei, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, andT is temperature. The first term on the righ
hand side is not relevant at non-zero frequencies, and ca
ignored when calculating spectra. Note that the density
stateŝ ra

M(v)&, normally calculated with all frequencies a
signed to be positive, must be reduced by a factor of 2
account for the inclusion of negative~not to be confused
with imaginary! frequencies in the integral.

The procedure commonly used for comparison of M
simulation results with FIR data11 calls for the Fourier trans-
form of the net dipole time correlation function

a~n!n~n!5
16p3n

3hc
tanh~hn/2kBT!

1

V

3E
2`

`

dtexp~22p int !^M ~ t !•M ~0!&,

~16!

where a(n) is the frequency-dependent absorption coe
cient in Nepers/cm,n(n) is the frequency-dependent inde
of refraction,n 5 v/2p, h is Plank’s constant,c is the speed
of light, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is temperature andV
is the volume of the sample. Fourier transform and subst
tion of Eq. ~15! into Eq. ~16! yields
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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TABLE I. Tabulation of site–site potential parameters used in MD simulations. All parameters were ob
from literature models except for polarizability. For water and ammonia, the mean~isotropic! gas-phase polar-
izability was assigned to the central atom, while for chloroform the polarizability was assigned in a m
qualitatively consistent with the polarizabilities in the series CH4 , CH3Cl, CH2Cl2 , CHCl3 , CCl4 assuming
additivity for polarizability of carbon and chlorine atoms.

Charge Lennard-Jones parameters Bond lengths Polarizab
Liquid (e) C6 ~kJ Å6 mol21! C12 ~kJ Å12mol21! ~Å! ~Å3)a

H2O
b O 0 O–O 2512 29103103 O–H 0.9572 O 1.47

H 0.535 H–H 1.514
M 21.070 O–Me 0.150

NH3
c N 0 N–N 7170 11073103 N–H 1.0124 N 2.25

H 0.462 H–H 1.6243
M 21.386 N–Me 0.156

CHCl3
d C 0.179 C–C 2630.9 40643103 C–Cl 1.758 C 2.3

Cl 20.087 C–Cl 4675.4 74813103 Cl–Cl 1.676 Cl 2.4
H 0.082 C–H 362.2 174.53103 C–H 1.100

Cl–Cl 8306.7 137653103

Cl–H 649.3 326.63103

H–H 37.7 4.33103

aPolarizability used only for calculating net dipole moment, not for intermolecular forces.
bReference 23.
cReference 24.
dReference 25.
eSite M is on symmetry axis, displaced towards hydrogens.
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a~n!n~n!5
4pkBT

3hnc
tanh~hn/2kBT!

1

V
^rM~n!&. ~17!

Strictly speaking, Eqs.~15! and ~17! are only valid in the
absence of modes with imaginary frequencies. We h
found, however, that it is necessary to treat modes w
imaginary frequencies analogous to those with real frequ
cies when computinĝra

M(n)& for use in Eq.~17! to better
reproduce the low frequency region of FIR spectra. T
point will be further discussed in Section IV.

III. COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. MD simulations and INM analysis

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed us
rigid, site-site, non-polarizable molecular potentials tak
from the literature for water,23 ammonia,24 and chloroform;25

details are given in Table I. The method of Berendsenet al.26

was used as a thermostat, with a time constant of 500 fs.
Verlet algorithm was used,27 and a reaction field incorpo
rated to account for long-range electrostatic interaction28

with the effective dielectric constant of the surroundin
(eRF) set equal to the known experimental static dielec
constant for the liquid.

Contributions to the net dipole vector of the system fro
the permanent molecular dipole moment and from a fi
order estimate of the dipole-induced electronic polarizat
~calculated using the site polarizabilities shown in Table!
were computed every ten time-steps and used to calcula
net dipole time-correlation function. The gas-phase value
the permanent dipole moment,29 rather than the enhance
values such as incorporated into the water and chlorof
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
e
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n

he

c
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n

a
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m

models for use in liquid simulations,23,25were used to calcu-
late the timecorrelation function and the INM treatment
the FIR spectrum for all liquids.

INM eigenvalues and eigenvectors were calculated
ten configurations of each liquid generated during the cou
of the MD simulations. Depending on the liquid, this allowe
from 5 to 50 Debye time constants to elapse between c
figurations used for the INM calculations.

B. Experimental FIR spectra

Sub-picosecond FIR pulse spectroscopy was used
measure the frequency-dependent absorption coeffic
a(n) and index of refractionn(n) of water, chloroform, and
liquid ammonia at room temperature. Experimental deta
are as given in Ref. 7, except that the fs THz receiver s
strate was low-temperature MBE-deposited GaAs. The v
able pathlength cell described in Ref. 7 was used to ob
data for water over a range of pathlengths from 0.1 to
mm, and for chloroform from 1.6 to 4.0 mm. The vap
pressure of liquid ammonia is roughly 10 atmospheres
room temperature, which precluded the use of our varia
pathlength cell. Instead, room-temperature liquid ammo
was contained in equilibrium with its vapor in a stainle
steel pressure cell with 3 mm thick quartz windows. Tran
mission measurements were obtained using Teflon space
different thickness~0.050 mm, 0.127 mm, and 0.229 mm! to
vary the pathlength, and the data were used to derive op
constants in the region covering 4 cm21 to 50 cm21.
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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TABLE II. Conditions used for the MD simulation.

Liquid N Density ~g/ml! T ~K! time step~fs! total time ~ps! eRF ~reaction field!

H2O 125 1.00 303 1.29 257.6 78.0
NH3 125 0.60 294 1.29 257.6 16.0
CHCl3 125 1.47 297 2.58 515.2 4.8
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of time-domain MD results

MD simulations on liquid water, ammonia, and chlor
form were carried out under the conditions described
Table II. The net dipole time correlation functio
^M (t)•M (0)& calculated from MD simulation of simple
models of liquid water, ammonia, and chloroform is sho
in Figure 1. This function, which describes the transve
dielectric response of the liquid,30 was calculated with and
without the inclusion of dipole-induced electronic polariz
tion. The magnitude of the time correlation function att50 is
the mean square dipole moment per unit volume, which
proportional to the static dielectric constant. Under react
field conditions, in which the liquid is modeled as if su
rounded by a continuous medium of dielectric const
eRF, the static dielectric constante is determined through the
equation28

~«21!S 2«RF11

2«RF1« D5
4p~^M•M &2^M &•^M &!

3VkBT
. ~18!

Using Eq.~18!, values ofe533.4, 9.8, and 2.1 were calcu
lated for the water, ammonia, and chloroform, respectiv
using only permanent dipole moments; these increase
50.3, 12.5, and 2.4 when the first-order approximation to
electronic polarization was included. As shown in Table
these values are quite low in comparison with experime
but consistent with reported results for similar or identic
interaction potentials.28,31

Each time-correlation function shows an inertial comp
nent at the very shortest times followed by a roughly ex
nential decay. The time constant of this decay,t, is related to
the Debye relaxation time,tD as follows:28

tD5S 2«RF1«

2«RF11D t. ~19!

The calculated Debye times of 5.3 ps~H2O!, 0.62 ps
~NH3), and 5.1 ps~CHCl3) are all close to values experimen
tally derived from frequency-dependent complex dielec
constants of these liquids.7,32,33 These Debye times are no
affected by the inclusion of polarizability in the analys
indicating that relaxation of the electronic polarizatio
~which can occur through translational as well as orien
tional motion! is occurring on the same time scale as reo
entation of the permanent dipoles. Better statistics will
required to determine whether the liquid models show s
ondary dielectric relaxation processes, as obser
experimentally7,33 and in simulations with a differen
potential28 in the case of water.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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FIG. 1. The net dipole time correlation function,^M (t)•M (0)& per unit
volume, from MD simulations of~a! water, ~b! ammonia, and~c! chloro-
form. Solid lines show relaxation of the permanent molecular dipoles only
and dotted lines show relaxation of the total dipole~the vector sum of
permanent and induced dipoles!. Insets show the exponential character of
the decay on a normalized semi2log plot.
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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TABLE III. Results of the MD simulation.

e, permanent e, polarizable Gas phase dipol
Liquid dipoles only model e, expt.a tD , calc. tD , expt. momenta

H2O 33.4 50.3 76.6~303 K! 5.3 ps 8.2 psb 1.85 D
NH3 9.84 12.5 16.9~298 K! 0.62 ps 0.54 psc 1.47 D
CHCl3 2.1 2.3 4.8~293 K! 5.1 ps 5.4 psd 1.01 D

aReference 29.
bReferences 7, 33.
cJ. T. Kindt and C. A. Schmuttenmaer~unpublished!.
dReference 32.
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B. INM densities of states

The INM densities of translational and rotational sta
of liquid water, chloroform, and ammonia are shown in F
ure 2. There are significant differences among these spe
which illustrate very basic properties of these liquids. T
first is that the band extends to much higher frequenc
indicating faster librational dynamics, for water and amm
nia than for chloroform. This is easily understood in terms
the lighter mass and much lower moments of inertia of
fully protonated solvents. A second noticeable difference
in the proportion of stable and unstable modes, i.e., mo
with real and imaginary frequencies. Water shows the sm
est proportion of unstable modes over all, and in its ro
tional components particularly, consistent with its highly o
ganized hydrogen-bonded structure. In the case of water
results match closely those of Choet al.,18 except that they
found an even smaller portion of unstable rotational mod
this discrepancy might be due to minor differences in sim
lation conditions.34 Ammonia, with only one hydrogen bon
acceptor and three donor sites, has a much looser frame
and shows many more unstable rotational modes. The lo
structural stability of ammonia with respect to water com
as no surprise, given that it is fifty degrees above its nor
boiling point. Chloroform, which cannot form strong hydr
gen bonds, has the weakest orientational structure and
highest proportion of unstable to stable modes. Chlorofo
is also distinct in that there is almost no frequency separa
between its translational and rotational motion. Its large m
ments of inertia bring rotational frequencies into overl
with translational frequencies~which are roughly the sam
for all three liquids!.

The distribution of Debye relaxation times in these li
uids can be easily rationalized in terms of their INM spect
The low structural stability of ammonia leads to a mu
shortertD than that of water. In chloroform, on the oth
hand, the effects of low structural stability and slow over
dynamics cancel to give a relaxation time comparable to
of water.

C. Calculation of FIR absorbance spectra

Using Eqs.~16! and ~17!, we have calculated absolut
FIR absorption spectra from the time correlation functions
Fig. 1, and from the weighted INM densities of states. R
sults are given as the product of the absorption coeffic
a(n) and the frequency-dependent index of refract
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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FIG. 2. INM densities of states projected onto the molecular translatio
and rotational coordinates, as in Eq.~4!. The negativeX-axis of the plot
represents unstable modes with imaginary frequencies. The translat
spectrum is an average over the 3 translational degrees of freedom, whi
rotational spectrum is separated according to rotation about thex, y, andz
molecular axes. For all liquids, thez axis is the dipolar axis. For H2O, we
define they axis to be in the plane of the molecule.
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4395J. T. Kindt and C. A. Schmuttenmaer: Far-infrared absorption spectra
n(n), following the form of Eq.~16!. Figures 3 and 4 show
spectra calculated using methods I and II, respectively. Th
solid lines indicate the spectra calculated from the time co
relation functions, the dashed lines represent the weight
INM density of stable modes and unstable modes, wit
imaginary frequencies treated as real, and the dotted lin
represent the weighted INM density of stable modes only. A
low frequencies, there is a considerable deficit in absorban
calculated using only stable INM modes~dotted lines! rela-
tive to the exact absorbance~solid lines! calculated by the

FIG. 3. Simulated FIR absorption spectra, including the effects of perm
nent dipoles only for~a! water,~b! ammonia, and~c! chloroform. The solid
lines are calculated from the permanent dipole time correlation function
Fig. 1 by Eq.~16!. The dotted and dashed lines are spectra generated fro
INM analysis using weighting method I and Eq.~17!. The dotted lines
include only modes with real frequencies, while the dashed lines includ
modes with imaginary frequencies treated as modes with real frequencie
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
e
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time-domain analysis of Eq.~16!. Inclusion of only the real
INM modes limits the spectrum to absorbance by oscillat
motion rather than relaxational motion. It is not surprisi
that the maximum of this deficit for each liquid correspon
roughly to the amount of absorbance at the Debye plate35

lim
n→`

a~n!n~n!5
«21

ctD
, ~20!

since the Debye model describes relaxational motion o
Equation~20! yields 204 Np/cm for water, 475 Np/cm fo
ammonia, and 7 Np/cm for chloroform when calculated u
ing the values ofe and tD derived from the results for the
MD simulation with permanent dipoles only, shown in Tab
III. In order to correctly account for the absorbance asso

-
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FIG. 4. Same as Figure 3, except using INM method II.
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4396 J. T. Kindt and C. A. Schmuttenmaer: Far-infrared absorption spectra
ated with Debye relaxation, one approach would be to g
erate a time correlation function from the INM spectru
multiply that function by an appropriate exponential dec
factor, and then Fourier transform back again to the f
quency domain. We felt that it would be more physica
instructive, however, to consider how the unstable mo
themselves might contribute to the absorbance. Including
unstable INM modes brings the spectra significantly close
agreement for ammonia and chloroform. What may actu
seem surprising is that this procedure works at all, given
Eq. ~15! is based on the assumption of oscillatory dynami
which will not hold for the unstable modes. That is, inclusi
of imaginary frequencies in Eq.~15! results in an unphysica
divergent time correlation function.

Treating imaginary frequencies and real frequenc
equivalently for the purpose of calculating a FIR spectrum
tantamount to the assertion that some aspect of the dyna
relevant to absorption of energy from an oscillating elec
field will be the same for motion in a harmonic potential w
and motion on a barrier of equal and opposite curvatu
Here we offer qualitative support for this assertion. The wo
per unit time, denotedW, done on a dipole by a time
dependent field is36

W52~1/t!E
0

t

dtE~ t !ṁ~ t !, ~21!

whereE(t) is the time-dependent electric field,m(t) is the
time-dependent dipole moment of the sample, andṁ(t) is its
first derivative with respect to time. IfE(t) andm(t) are
both oscillatory with angular frequenciesvE andvm , this
integral will only be non-zero whenvE5vm ~and t
@ 1/vE ,1/vm). If m(t) is not oscillatory andm̈(t) is not a
sinusoidal function of time, as is the case on an unsta
potential surface, the absorbance spectrum will depend
the time limits of integration of Eq.~21!.

It is instructive to comparem(t) andṁ(t) for the case of
barrier crossing with the more familiar case of oscillato
motion in a parabolic well, as shown in Figure 5. We u
position to refer tom(t) and velocity for ṁ(t). Both the
position and velocity are sinusoidal for a stable mode,
shown in part a. There are two possibilities when consider
the unstable modes. The first corresponds to a succe
barrier crossing, shown in part b, that occurs when ther
sufficient kinetic energy to cross the barrier. In this case,
velocity decreases as it goes up the barrier, and then
creases on the way down. For an unsuccessful barrier cr
ing, the velocity decreases as it goes up the barrier, g
through zero when it comes to a stop and turns around,
then increases in the negative direction as it goes back d
the barrier. For successful barrier crossing, the velocity
described by the hyperbolic cosine function, and the velo
for an unsuccessful crossing attempt is described by the
perbolic sine function.

For a successful barrier crossing event,ṁ(t) does not
change sign, and the integral in Eq.~21! will be a maximum
at DC frequencies. For an unsuccessful crossing, the s
trum will be peaked at a value ofvE' (p/t) @or equiva-
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lently, nE' (1/2t)] wheret is the time spent on the unstable
surface. This can be understood qualitatively by considerin
part c of Figure 5. There will be maximum overlap betwee
E(t) andṁ(t) when the time along the abscissa is equal t
half a period ofE(t), and when the phases are such that th
E-field crosses through zero coincident with the velocit
crossing through zero. For a given barrier height and ener
of approach, the time spent on the barrier will also be in
versely proportional to the magnitude of the imaginary fre
quency of the unstable mode~given by uv i u
5 A2]2V/]q2). From this we see there will be a direct pro-
portionality between the magnitude of the imaginary fre
quency and the peak of the absorption spectrum associa
with at least some of the unstable modes.

To approximate the constant of proportionality, we as
sume that any populated region of negative quadratic curv
ture in potential energy must be reasonably close to the p
tential maximum, because if it were far from the maximum
the force directed away from the center of the barrier wou
be too strong to allow population for any significant period

FIG. 5. Comparison ofm(t) andṁ(t) ~referred to as position and velocity!
for a stable mode and an unstable mode. Part~a! displays the harmonic
motion in a parabolic well. Part~b! describes the case in which the barrier of
an inverted parabola is crossed. Part~c! depicts the case of an unsuccessfu
barrier crossing attempt.
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of time. The distribution of kinetic energy tells us that th
displacement of stable modes from their potential minima
similarly limited. We know also that, when the system ‘‘rol
off’’ the barrier region, it will encounter a stable region b
fore the kinetic energy of the mode becomes much gre
thankBT. It is evident that any motion in a dense, disorder
equilibrium system will not be allowed to accelerate to
greater than the average velocity. Thus, we need to cons
the frequency spectrum for absorbance due to barrier cr
ings and attempted barrier crossings within a range
roughly qi 5 2(kBT/v i

2)1/2 of the barrier maximum. For a
successful crossing the time spent on the barrier is

t5
2

v i
cosh21SA KE0

KE02Eb
D , ~22!

and for an unsuccessful attempt, it is

t5
2

v i
sinh21SA KE0

Eb2KE0
D , ~23!

where KE0 it the initial kinetic energy, andEb is the barrier
height. For a successful crossing beginning with kinetic
ergy 2kBT, or an unsuccessful crossing beginning with
netic energy 0.5kBT encountering the same barrier wi
heightkBT, the timet spent on the barrier is 1.76/v i . For an
unsuccessful crossing, the absorption peak would be clos
vE' (p/t) 5 p/(1.76/v i) 5 1.78v i . The timet will in-
crease and the frequency will decrease as the entering ki
energy approaches the barrier height, from above or fr
below, giving a distribution in absorbance spectra which w
at least includev i . As mentioned above, for successful ba
rier crossings the absorbance is greatest when the E-fie
essentially constant during the motion, which will be true
vE→0. For these reasons, a distribution extending fr
about 2v i to lower frequencies, which is skewed towa
lower frequencies, might be more appropriate than a d
function atv i to express the mean absorption spectrum
imaginary modei. Such a distribution would probably hel
make up for the shortfall in absorbance at very low frequ
cies that persists when the unstable modes are treate
though they will cause maximum absorption atvE 5 v i . For
the remainder of the paper, however, we shall incorporate
unstable modes as if they were stable modes when gen
ing spectra.

At the high frequency side of the spectrum, the agr
ment of the INM result with the MD result varies with th
different liquids. Furthermore, it is seen that method I p
forms slightly better than method II. For chloroform, th
INM analysis, reproduces the shape and intensity of the b
quite well, including the high-frequency tail. In ammoni
there is a moderate overestimate of absorption inten
above 400 cm21, while for water there is a severe discre
ancy at frequencies above 300 cm21. This last finding was
surprising, given that we expected the INM method to i
prove generally at high frequencies. We note that our res
are consistent with previous work for both the FIR spectr
calculated from the MD simulation11 and the INM rotational
density of states.18 Comparison of the areas of disagreeme
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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with the distribution of rotational density of states sugges
the discrepancy is related either to an overestimate of abso
tion related to rotation about the moleculary axis relative to
the molecularx axis, or to an overestimate of the frequencie
corresponding to rotation about they axis. Here, in keeping
with earlier INM studies of water18 we label the axis in the
molecular plane they axis; whereas using the standard con
vention for asymmetric top molecules, it would be thex axis
because it has the smallest moment of inertia. The sm
moment of inertia of they axis is largely responsible for the
prominence ofy-rotation at high frequencies in the INM
spectrum. Since method I replicated the time-domain resu
more satisfactorily than methods II and III, we initially sus
pected that the more sophisticated INM treatment was n
correctly accounting for the coupling between rotation abo
different axes in non-linear molecules. This hypothesis w
disproved by additional MD simulations and INM analysi
on liquid hydrogen fluoride, a molecule similar to water in
many respects except in that it is linear. The potential
Cournoyer and Jorgensen was used.37 Spectra of liquid HF
determined from MD and INM analyses are shown in Figur
6. In HF as in H2O, the FIR absorption band predicted by
INM was shifted to significantly higher frequencies com
pared to the lineshape obtained from the time correlatio
function, indicating that rotational coupling about differen
axes is not an explanation for the discrepancy. Common fe
tures of water and hydrogen fluoride which might caus
problems in the INM treatment are the small moments
inertia about one or more axes, and strong hydrogen bon
ing.

An assumption implicit to Eq.~15! which might also be
related to the discrepancy is that the mean square amplitu
of a given mode is related to its frequency by the relation15

@qi
2#5kBT/v i

2, ~24!

which holds for systems of true harmonic oscillators. Th
assumption was investigated for the case of liquid water
Cho et al.18 who measured the mean square force alon
modes of a given frequency and observed a relationship

FIG. 6. Simulated FIR spectra of liquid hydrogen fluoride~HF! at 300 K.
Solid line is from time-domain analysis, and dashed line is INM result usin
method II, as in Fig. 4.
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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which @qi
2# } 1/v i

r with r52.88 for stable modes, andr53.9
for unstable modes. This is qualitatively consistent with
observed discrepancy. A decrease in mean square ampl
with respect to frequency that is more rapid than quadr
would lead Eq.~17!, which assumes a quadratic weightin
for v in Eq. ~24!, to over-predict absorption at high freque
cies with respect to low frequencies. However, the resca
of the calculated results by 1/v0.88, or any other power of the
frequency, does not give appreciably better overall agr
ment. Likewise, initial attempts to calculate@q2# as a nu-
merical function ofv in order to correct Eq.~17! at each
frequency, rather than assuming a simple power relat
were unable to improve the agreement between the time
main and INM results.

D. Effects of electronic polarizability

Figure 7 shows the change in the calculated FIR sp
trum when induced dipoles as well as permanent dipoles
included in the time-domain and INM analyses. Because
model for calculating electronic polarization utilizes th
charge and polarizability of individual sites, there will b
dipole-induced dipoles, quadrupole-induced dipoles,
higher order induced dipoles. The solid line in Fig. 7 is t
difference between the spectra calculated with Eq.~15! using
the two time correlation functions shown in Fig. 1, one
which is permanent dipoles only and the other of which
cludes induced dipole moments. The dashed line in Fig.
the difference between the INM density of states weigh
according to method III@Eqs. ~9!–~14!# and method II@Eq.
~8!#. The INM method successfully reproduces the tren
and magnitudes of the time-domain calculations; the grea
discrepancies are clearly related to differences in the ove
spectrum that were identified earlier, and not to the inclus
of induced dipoles. The water spectrum shows the most
nounced effects, with an increase in absorbance at low
quencies due in part to the activity of translational mod
and a strong cancellation effect of permanent and indu
moments at higher frequencies leading to a decrease in
sorption of over 40%. These effects were observed and
cussed at length by Guillot.11 The same trends, although n
as pronounced, are observed in ammonia. The smaller e
on absorption when including polarizability in ammoni
which has a smaller dipole moment but a higher polariza
ity than does water, is probably related to both the low
density of liquid ammonia~0.6 g/cm3 at 294 K! as well as the
relative lack of structure, with a more isotropic environme
and lower local electric fields. The same arguments acco
for the even smaller relative effect of induced dipoles on
FIR spectrum of chloroform, which does not show a canc
lation effect.

E. Comparison of simulation results with experiment

Experimental values ofa(n)n(n), measured using
sub-ps FIR pulse spectroscopy, are shown in Figure 8
comparison with MD time-domain and INM calculated spe
tra, including induced-dipole effects. Agreement in the c
of water is good in the frequency range~0–80 cm21) cur-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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rently accessible by the sub-ps FIR pulse technique. Da
obtained at higher frequencies by conventional Fourier tran
form FIR spectroscopy have been published for water, a
was reasonably well reproduced in MD simulations by Gui
lot only after a quantum correction procedure,11 which we
have not implemented. Agreement is poor in the accessib
frequency range for liquid ammonia. This is probably relate
to the poor agreement between the calculated and expe

FIG. 7. Effect of induced dipole moments on calculated FIR spectra of~a!
water,~b! ammonia, and~c! chloroform. Solid lines are time-domain results,
representing the difference between the absorptivity calculated by Eq.~16!
with and without the inclusion of induced dipoles. Dashed lines represe
the difference between using INM method III and method II in calculating
weighted density of states for inclusion in Eq.~17!. Positive values indicate
increased absorbance when induced dipole moments are included.
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mental dielectric constant, which will result in a relatively
large underestimate of the absorption associated with Deb
relaxation. The fully polarizable ammonia model develope
by Deng, Martyna and Klein,38 which gives the correct static
dielectric constant, might yield improved results. As for
chloroform, which should not require significant quantum
corrections over the major portion of its band (hn>0.2kBT

FIG. 8. Comparison of simulated and experimental FIR absorption spect
of ~a! water, ~b! ammonia, and~c! chloroform. Solid and dashed lines are
calculated spectra, including permanent and induced dipole moments, g
erated from the MD and INM analyses, respectively. Open circles represe
the product of the experimentally measured frequency-dependent absorpt
coefficient and index of refraction.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
ye
d

at its absorption maximum!, the results are somewhat bette
although overall absorbance is consistently underestim
by the model. We note that Flanderset al.8 fit the experimen-
tal FIR absorption spectrum of chloroform quite well up
66 cm21 with a sum of two Mori lineshapes, but this empir
cal analysis likewise underestimated the absorption at hig
frequency. The inability of the molecular dynamics simu
tion to quantitatively duplicate the observed high-frequen
absorbance suggests that the intermolecular potential mu
further refined.

A particularly promising direction entails coupling th
INM method with low frequency FIR dielectric measur
ments to investigate the effects of isotopic substitution on
rotational, translational, and hydrogen bonding dynamics
liquids such as water and ammonia. For example, hydro
bonding dynamics in water could be more fully understo
by measuring and calculating dielelctric spectra below 50
-1 at a variety of temperatures in H2O, D2O, and their mix-
tures. A primary advantage of using the INM method is th
it is easy to project out the contribution from modes parti
pating in hydrogen bonding, and will allow trends to be u
covered.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have used conventional MD time-domain metho
and INM methods to simulate FIR spectra for liquid wate
ammonia, and chloroform. The INM method, in addition
yielding general insight into the dynamics of these liquid
proved capable of nearly reproducing the absolute absorp
spectrum obtained via the net dipole time correlation fu
tion from the MD simulation. When only stable modes we
included in the analysis, a shortfall in low-frequency abso
tivity was observed, and attributed to absorbance associ
with Debye relaxation that can not contribute to a spectr
when only stable modes are used. We found empirically t
including unstable modes on an equal footing with sta
modes made up much of this difference and improved
overall fit significantly. Including induced dipole moments
the INM treatment led to the same trends as observed w
including induced dipoles in the MD treatment. Overa
agreement of experimental and simulated spectra using e
method was relatively poor, suffering from the simplicity
the site-site potential models, the inexact treatment of
duced dipole effects, and the lack of quantum correction

While the INM analysis did not yield the exact FIR spe
trum for these liquid models, its ability to capture the ba
features and trends makes it a useful interpretive to
complementing or in some cases superseding the analys
various correlation functions. The ability to physically d
scribe or visualize a mode contributing to absorbance a
given frequency might be used, for instance: to yield insig
into cancellation effects between permanent and induced
pole moments, to describe the effect of coupling amo
components in a solution or mixture, or to separate out
translational and rotational contributions to the induce
dipole spectrum. Finally, the capacity to use an instantane
measurement to get at a FIR spectrum is indispensable if
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is to simulate experiments in which transient FIR spectra
observed following an excitation event, experiments c
ceivable with the use of sub-ps FIR pulses as an ultra
probe.
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